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Abstract. Optical circuits are capable of providing large bandwidth improvements relative to electrical-switched networks in high-performance
computing (HPC) systems. However, due to the circuit switching nature
of optical systems, setup delays may prevent HPC systems from fully
utilizing the available bandwidth. This paper proposes an applicationguided circuit management technique that can achieve latency-avoiding
dynamic reconfiguration, better leveraging the high-bandwidth photonics and accelerating system performance. By learning the temporal locality and communication patterns from upper-layer applications, the
technique not only caches a set of circuits to maximize reuse, but also
prefetches predicted circuits to actively hide the setup latency. We apply
the technique to communication patterns from a spectrum of science and
engineering applications. The results show that setup delays via circuit
misses are significantly reduced, showing how the proposed technique
can improve circuit switching in HPC optical interconnects.
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Introduction

Optical communication systems can provide large bandwidth reaching the terabit/s order [1–4]. Furthermore, due to the low loss of optical media, optical signals remain almost unaffected after transmission over warehouse-scale distance,
leading to extremely attractive energy efficiency. These capabilities makes optical
communication a natural candidate for scaling the end-to-end data movement
capability of large-scale high performance computing (HPC) systems [5–9].
Despite the above advantages, optical interconnects also have a set of special
operation requirements. For example, resonance-based silicon photonic devices
such as microring resonators require a wavelength tuning process to reach the
designed operating wavelengths [10]. Also, these devices can be sensitive to the
ambient temperature due to the high thermal-optic constant of silicon, thus may
require thermal re-initialization during path setup in case the temperature has
changed since last operation [11]. The above requirements can lead to longer link
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initialization delays than is required by conventional electronic links. Furthermore, mature optical communication techniques often rely on circuit switching,
which can induce additional path setup delays. The above delays can add to the
execution time of HPC applications, preventing efficient use of the high optical
bandwidth for application speedup. Thus, it is extremely important to develop
techniques that can hide these delays from the upper-running application.
A potential method to hide the circuit setup latency, as proposed by [12], is to
manage optical circuits in such a way that a communication request can immediately find the required circuit upon its arrival (we call this a circuit hit). One
way to enable circuit hits is to explore the temporal communication locality in
an application and allow a node to maintain circuits towards a set of frequently
addressed destinations. If a circuit already connects to the required destination, messages can be immediately transmitted, eliminating the need for circuit
setup. Furthermore, by reusing a circuit multiple times within its maintenance
period, the scheme can effectively amortize the setup delay compared to a permessage setup scenario. Based on the above principle, we previously proposed a
circuit-cached interconnection architecture that maintains a set of optical circuits
towards recently frequently-accessed neighbors [12]. Such multi-circuit capability, from a device perspective, has been recently enabled by densely-integrated
silicon photonic network interfaces [13–15] as well as the selectivity towards
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) or mode-division multiplexed (MDM)
channels [16–25]. The work [12] also utilizes cache-like techniques to design the
circuit replacement policy in order to enhance the hit rate. This circuit-cached
architecture, however, relies on circuit misses to update the cached circuit set
– that is, the architecture does not replace a circuit until a miss occurs. This
reactive strategy constitutes a drawback: if a required circuit is not yet in the
cache set, its setup latency will never by hidden
To address the reactive replacement problem, this work further proposes an
active circuit prefetching approach based on the circuit-cached scheme in [12]. By
prefetching circuits before real requests arrive, the approach can further reduce
or even eliminate the setup delays. Specifically, an application-specific predictor
is proposed to learn characteristic predecessor-follower destination patterns in an
application’s communication behavior. Simulation based on a broad spectrum of
benchmarks shows that the proposed caching-plus-prefetch scheme significantly
enhance the hit rate performance compared to the previous caching-only scheme
(by a rate increase as large as 95%).

2

Related Work

Optical interconnection networks have been vastly investigated as one of the
next-generation high-bandwidth network solutions for high-performance computing [8, 26–29]. In addition, several works [5, 6, 31, 12] have specifically explored the use of optical circuits in the context of computing. Shalf et al [5] and
Barker et al [6] propose the use of optical circuit switching with electrical packet
switching in a hybrid network. However, neither of these two works considers
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Fig. 1. A sequence of destinations that a rank of a parallel Adaptive Mesh Refinement
application communicates to. The blue arrows indicates characteristic predecessor (90)
- follower (84, 55, 114) patterns.

hiding circuit setup delays from the application. Hendry [31] considers avoiding
the setup delay by inserting explicit circuit setup commands in the application
code ahead of real communication calls. However, this method may increase the
programmer’s burden and entangle the circuit management with the real computation workload. In comparison, a recent work by Wen et al [12] abstracts the
circuit management from the application, and proposes a circuit-cached architecture that maintains a set of established circuits to leverages reuse opportunities.
By optimizing the replacement policy in a cache-like manner, the architecture
is able to achieve high hit rates and amortize the setup delays. However, the
architecture relies on passive replacements created by circuit misses to update
the cached circuit set, resulting in limited performance.
To better avoid the setup latency, this paper builds on the circuit-cached
architecture of [12] and augments it by adding an active prefetch capability.
Although Hendry [31] also employs an active latency-avoiding approach, this
work differs from it by 1) eliminating the need for inserting explicit circuit setup
commands in the application and 2) amortizing the setup delay by allowing
circuit caching and reuse.

3
3.1

Circuit Prefetch Using Application-specific Predictors
Caching-Plus-Prefetch

Accurate prediction of incoming circuit requests is critical to efficient circuit
prefetching. The prediction can be made by learning the communication behavior of an upper-running application. In this paper, we consider the learning
process in an online fashion and use as learning material the destination sequence
generated by a network end point, for example, an application rank. In particular, we are interested in extracting characteristic predecessor-follower patterns
from the destination sequence. These patterns, repeated due to workload iterations, can provide useful information regarding which circuit would be requested
after the current one, thus enhancing the prediction accuracy.
Fig. 1, for example, shows a sequence of destinations addressed by one rank of
a parallel Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) application along the time axis. In
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this example, circuit requests towards destinations 84, 55 and 114 often follow
the request towards destination 90. With knowledge of such a follower pattern,
a circuit management runtime can prefetch the most probable follower circuits
when still communicating with the current destination, hiding the setup delay
from the application. It should be noted that although a caching-only approach
without prefetching can also achieve circuit hits when there are recurring communication requests – for example, the repeated requests to 42 in Fig. 1 – it
misses the follower pattern that could further reduce the setup latency.
3.2

Prefetch Predictions

Predicting the follower circuits is an important step of effective prefetching.
Several prediction techniques have been proposed in the realm of cache management [32–34]. These techniques, however, are designed for optimizing memory
accesses, which often have constant access strides in the address space (e.g. when
accessing an array in the memory). Hence, a prediction is often made by adding
or subtracting a constant stride to or from the current address. The circuit
communication considered in this paper, by contrast, does not always have a
constant “stride” in the destination ID sequence. Such a lack-of-stride feature
is even more common for applications with irregular communication patterns.
Therefore, conventional stride-based cache prefetch techniques may not work for
the circuit communication scenario considered in this paper.
To solve the above problem, the circuit prefetch runtime proposed in this
work uses a lookup table (LUT) to learn the characteristic follower patterns.
The LUT, maintained by each node, uses a predecessor ID as an entry’s key,
and the corresponding followers’ ID (with their repeat frequency) as the entry’s
value. By observing the local communication history of an application rank, the
node constantly updates the LUT to record the k most frequent followers of
each predecessor. Here, we call parameter k the tail length, the maximum number of follower circuits for a given predecessor circuit. In Fig. 1, the predecessor
90 has three followers 55, 84, 144, giving a tail length k = 3. The tail length
impacts the actuation costs induced by prefetching, including the power consumed by circuit setup. The tail length also determines the size of the LUT and
the update complexity. Thus, the tail length k imposes a trade-off effect in circuit prefetching: increasing k may result in more prefetched circuits and hence
a potentially higher hit rate, but it may also induce more actuation energy consumption, a larger LUT footprint and higher update complexity. We will analyze
such trade-offs in the next section.
When a circuit request arrives and is recognized as a recorded predecessor,
its correspondent follower circuits will be prefetched by the circuit management
runtime, unless the follower circuit is already cached. In this paper, we assume
that the replacement policy used for prefetching is the same as that used for
circuit misses. We also assume that only vacant circuits that are not in data
transmission can be considered as a replacement candidate. Furthermore, upon
circuit misses (hard replacement), a prefetched circuit can be preempted.
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Table 1. Description of benchmarks used in the simulation and their communication
features (numbers mearsured at 256 ranks).
Application

Description

HPCCG [35]

Conjugate gradient code for 3D
chimney domain simulation
miniFE [35]
Unstructured implicit finite
element codes
miniMD [35, 36]
Molecular dynamics for
spatial-decomposition particle
simulations
LULESH [37, 38]
Livermore Unstructured
Lagrangian Explicit Shock
Hydrodynamics
Multigrid [39] Differential equations solver using
a hierarchy of discretizations
CNS [39]
Compressible Navier Stokes
equations with constant viscosity
and thermal conductivity

4
4.1

Neighbor-toRank Ratio
4.69%

Reuse
Distance [12]
[8,16)

10.04%

0, [8,16)

5.18%

1, [8,16)

17.71%

[32,64)

14.46%

[32,64)

17.30%

[32,64)

Performance Evaluation
Methodology

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed prefetch scheme, we compare its
performance with the caching-only scheme in Ref. [12]. In both cases, a Least
Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy is used. We use multiple mini-apps
that cover a wide spectrum of scientific computations as upper-running benchmarks. These benchmarks, representing different communication patterns, are
simulated based on a non-blocking circuit-switched network implementing one
of the two latency-avoiding schemes above. The applications are simulated using
trace replay from a library of DUMPI traces in conjunction with the macroscale components of the SST simulator [40]. Time gaps between consecutive
communication calls are derived from timestamps within the traces. To reflect
how the application behaviors impact the effectiveness of the schemes, we assume there is only one application rank per node. In this way, the destination
sequence seen by every local circuit runtime is a reflection of single-rank communication behavior. The simulation assumes a 256-node non-blocking optical
network, and hence 256 ranks for the applications, except LULESH, which consists of 125 ranks due to a three-dimension decomposition requirement of the
problem. Although a non-blocking optical network [41, 42] represents an ideal
network scenario, in this paper we only use it as a platform to facilitate an
initial comparison of different circuit management strategies. Furthermore, the
proposed application-guided prefetching methodology is migratable to blocking
networks and our future work will include research in this direction.
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Fig. 2. Circuit hit rates achieved by the caching-plus-prefetch scheme (dashed ) with
different tail lengths k, versus the caching-only scheme (solid ), in a 256-rank simulation.
Both schemes employ the least recently used replacement policy.

Table 1 provides a brief description of the benchmarks as well as information
regarding their neighbor-to-rank ratios and reuse distances. Here, the neighborto-rank ratio is a ratio of the average number of communication neighbors per
rank to the number of ranks, indicating a diversity of communication destinations. The reuse distance represents how often a destination is re-addressed by
a source [12]. Consider a destination sequence from a single source s. If the
number of destinations interposed in the sequence between two requests for a
destination t is d, then d is the reuse distance of destination t in view of source
s. Each application has a “maximum-likelihood” set of reuse distances. These
reuse distances are binned logarithmically by powers of 2 in Table 1, showing
the most common reuse distances.
4.2

Simulation Results

Hit Rate Fig. 2 shows the hit rate performance of the caching-only and the
caching-plus-prefetch schemes with different tail lengths (k = 1, 2, 3), against
various numbers of circuits per node (p = 2, 3, ..., 8). It should be noted that in
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case p is smaller than k, the circuit management runtime would fetch no more
than p most probable circuits out of the k predicted ones.
Compared to the caching-only scheme, the caching-plus-prefetch scheme significantly increases the circuit hit rate in all of the applications. In applications such as HPCCG, miniFE and miniMD, the hit rate increase is as high as
40%. This number is even larger for LULESH (60%), Multigrid (90%) and CNS
(80%). Regarding when the maximal enhancement is achieved by the prefetching scheme, a difference exists between the high-communication-degree (longreuse-distance) and modest-communication-degree (modest-reuse-distance) applications. Here, we refer the communication degree to the average number of
communication neighbors per node, which is proportional to the neighbor-torank ratio listed in Table 1.
For modest-communication-degree (modest-reuse-distance) applications, such
as HPCCG and miniMD, the maximal hit rate enhancement by the prefetching
scheme occurs at small circuit provision numbers – for example, this provision
number is two circuits per node for HPCCG and four for miniMD. As the number of provisioned circuits increases, the hit rate of the caching-only scheme
grows fast because the “circuit cache size” becomes large enough to cover most
of the modest reuse distances, narrowing the performance difference from the
prefetching scheme.
For high-communication-degree (long-reuse-distance) applications, such as
LULESH, Multigrid and CNS, provisioning more circuits improves the hit rate
by a limited amount in the caching-only case. The reason for the limited improvement is that the number of circuits provisioned in the simulation, which
is two to eight per node, is still smaller than the communication degree or the
most probable reuse distances of the application. Take Multigrid for example, it
has a communication degree of 37 (out of the 256 ranks) and a most probable
reuse distance in the range of [32, 64), both of which are significantly larger than
the maximum number of circuit provisioned. Therefore, the circuit cache size is
not large enough to cover the communication degree or reuse distance, resulting
in limited hit rate improvement in the caching-only case.
In comparison, the prefetching scheme does not require a large circuit cache
size, a small communication degree, or a short reuse distance. The principle of the
prefetching scheme merely relies on the existence of correlated communications.
In this sense, the prefetch scheme is capable of creating circuit hits even when
the number of circuit is small compared to the communication degree or reuse
distance. See, for example, the hit rate of Multigrid and CNS in Fig. 2, where
the prefetching scheme improves the hit rate from almost 0% to almost 100%
compared to the caching-only scheme. Such capability is extremely important
for a wide range of applications, 1) which by problem definition have a large
communication degree, or 2) whose communication degree increases significantly
as the parallelism degree scales. This also means that the prefetching scheme is
more scalable than the caching-only scheme.
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Fig. 3. Prefetch efficiency against different tail lengths k. The prefetch efficiency is a
percentage of prefetches that result in a hit, out of the total prefetches.

Tradeoff of Tail Length The tail length parameter determines the number of followers to be learned by the predictor and the number of circuits to
be prefetched when a predecessor is recognized. Although a longer tail length,
namely, more prefetches, can generally lead to a higher hit rate, as Fig. 2 shows,
it can also increase the reconfiguration cost. We investigate such a tradeoff by
evaluating the prefetch efficiency under different tail lengths. The prefetch efficiency is a percentage of prefetches resulting into a hit out of the total number
of prefetches. Fig. 3 captures the prefetch efficiency when the number of circuits
per node is three. While the efficiency is in general high for all applications when
the tail length is 1, the result also shows that increasing the tail length may decrease the prefetch efficiency, by different extents and based on the applications.
Such decrease depends on the length of typical predecessor-follower patterns in
the application, as well as the repeat frequency of the learned patterns defined
by the selected tail length.
Latency Message latencies of the two approaches are compared in Fig. 4. The
simulation assumes a reconfiguration latency of 100 ns and a link bandwidth of
100 Gb/s. The reconfiguration latency assumed includes the time to release the
old circuit (tens of ns), the time to switch the lightpath (tens of ns [43]), and the
time for the hand-shake of the new circuit (tens of ns). As the results show, the
prefetch approach significantly reduces the average message latency thanks to a
reduced missed rate. In applications such as miniFE and miniMD, a maximal
latency reduction of 65% is achieved (at four circuits per node). In Multigrid,
an even higher reduction of 90% is achieved (at five circuits per node). These
results show that the proposed prefetching scheme can effectively hide the setup
latency from application-oriented message communications.
We expect that the above latency-hiding capability would be especially useful
to small-message communication in high-bandwdith optical networks. Consider
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Fig. 4. Message latency of caching-plus-prefetch scheme (dashed ) with different tail
lengths k, versus the caching-only scheme (solid ), in a 256-rank simulation. Both
schemes use the least recently used replacement policy. Circuit setup latency is 100 ns,
circuit bandwidth is 100 Gb/s.

a small message of 1KB, its transmission time is 1024 × 8/100 = 81.92 ns under
the assumed link bandwidth (100Gb/s). Such a transmission time is even shorter
than the circuit reconfiguration time, which makes hiding the reconfiguration
latency even more important for the small-message case.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we build on the circuit-cached architecture by proposing a circuit
prefetch approach, to actively avoid the circuit setup latency of optical interconnects in a HPC context. We show a prefetch predictor that learns applicationspecific predecessor-follower patterns from the destination sequence, with a variable control on the length of such patterns. Simulation results based on a wide
spectrum of scientific applications, which represent various communication degrees and circuit reuse distances, show that the proposed prefetching scheme
significantly improves the circuit hit rate over the caching-only scheme. The
prefetching scheme is also shown to effectively hide the reconfiguration latency
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from application communication, which capability is important for small-message
scenarios.
The current work is only an introductory exploration of reconfiguration in
optical interconnection networks providing end-to-end communication circuits.
Many issues deserve further study. A high circuit hit rate may not directly
translate into a short execution time for the application. More detailed systemlevel simulations at larger scale could further explore the performance impacts,
particularly under more detailed circuit NIC and switch contention models. The
current work does not follow the popular MPI-everywhere model with one rank
per core. Future study could explore the tradeoffs involved in increasing the
number of MPI ranks per node. However, the current work should be considered
part of a co-design process, exploring how new technologies might tip the design
point for balancing distributed- and shared-memory parallelism.
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